A ortic valve stenosis (AS) is the most frequent acquired heart valve disease in developed countries affecting 2% and 4% of people >65 and 85 years, respectively. 1 The actual increase of life expectancy will raise the incidence of AS and amplify this public health problem. 2 The risk of death, valve replacement, or progression to heart failure is increased by 80% over a period of 5 years in patients with AS. 3 No pharmacological treatments are available, and conventional cardiovascular drugs, such as, statin have failed to prevent the development of AS. 4,5 Open heart surgery (aortic valve replacement) and more recently transcatheter aortic valve implantation are the only treatments available for symptomatic and severe cases. AS is the principal indication for valve replacement surgery in North America and Europe. 6 In Canada and the United States, the cost of an aortic valve replacement surgery is estimated at $74 602 CAN 7 and $190 194 USD, 8 respectively. New treatment strategies for this growing disease are urgently needed.
is demonstrated, 10, 11 and candidate gene studies have identified polymorphisms associated with AS or AS-related phenotypes 12 (Table I in the Data Supplement) . Rare mutations in NOTCH1 have been associated with bicuspid aortic valve disease and severe valve calcification. 13, 14 A recent genome-wide association study (GWAS) identified the lipoprotein(a) (LPA) gene associated with aortic valve calcification. 15 We performed a GWAS meta-analysis with AS patients from Quebec and France to identify new susceptibility genes for this disease. Gene expression of susceptibility genes was evaluated by RNA sequencing (RNA-Seq) in human aortic valves with and without AS. Finally, the functional meanings of the newly identified single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) showing some association with AS and that are located in differentially regulated genes were extended by carrying out the first expression quantitative trait loci (eQTL) mapping study in human valve tissues. This integrative genomic study confirmed the role of runt-related transcription factor 2 (RUNX2) as a potential driver of AS development and identified a new AS susceptibility gene, namely CACNA1C, belonging to the calcium signaling pathway. Figure 1 illustrates the overall study design.
Materials and Methods

Populations
The Quebec cohort consisted of 494 French Canadian patients who underwent aortic valve replacement for severe tricuspid nonrheumatic AS at the Institut universitaire de cardiologie et de pneumologie de Québec (IUCPQ). The France cohort consisted of 505 patients with degenerative AS from the (Aortic Stenosis in Elderly: Determinant of Progression; clinicalTrial.gov number NCT 00338676) and (Genetic of Aortic Valve Stenosis-Clinical and Therapeutic Implications; http://www.clinicaltrial.gov; unique identifier NCT00647088) studies. Inclusion criteria were at least mild AS defined as peak aortic jet velocity (V peak ) >2.0 m/s. Some patients from France had bicuspid valve based on echocardiographic examination (n=35+38 possible bicuspid). Exclusion criteria for individual cohorts are provided in Methods in the Data Supplement. A summary of the clinical characteristics of individuals from Quebec and Paris are shown in Table II in the Data Supplement. Written informed consent was obtained from all study participants after institutional review board approval.
Control cohorts were obtained from the database of genotypes and phenotypes. 16 Proper control groups were selected based on genetic ancestry, genotyping data available, and sample size (Data Supplement). For cases from Quebec, the Polycystic Ovary Syndrome Genetics-NUgene (PCOS; phs000368) cohort from United States was selected. This cohort is a control group of individuals recruited at the Northwestern University Medical Center for performing a GWAS on PCOS susceptibility. For cases from France, 1 European cohort was selected, namely the Genetic Epidemiology of Refractive Error in the Kooperative Gesundheitsforschung in der Region Augsburg Study (KORA; phs000303). KORA is a population-based study of adults randomly selected from 430 000 individuals in Augsburg and 16 surrounding counties in Germany. Table III in the Data Supplement presents the characteristics of the database of genotypes and phenotypes cohorts. To increase whole-genome coverage, additional SNPs were inferred using the segmented haplotype estimation and imputation tool 17 / IMPUTE2 18 pipeline. Only SNPs that passed a certainty score cut off of 0.9 were retained (Data Supplement).
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Figure 1.
Overview of the study design. The flow chart shows the steps of the genome-wide association studies (GWAS) meta-analysis, pathway analysis, gene expression study of aortic valves, and valve expression quantitative trait loci (eQTL) mapping study. DE indicates differentially expressed genes; FC, fold change; GSA-SNP, gene set analysis-single nucleotide polymorphisms; KORA, Kooperative Gesundheitsforschung in der Region Augsburg Study; and PCOS, Polycystic Ovary Syndrome Genetics-NUgene.
Association Tests and Meta-Analysis
To account for differences in clinical characteristics between AS cases from Quebec and France, genetic association tests were performed independently and then combined into a meta-analysis. Association tests were performed with additive logistic regression models. Seven significant principal components derived from EIGENSTRAT 19 were used as covariates to adjust for potential population stratification. After adjustment, the genomic inflation factors for the Quebec-PCOS and the France-KORA comparisons were both 1.0. The meta-analysis was performed using the inverse variance method with fixed-and random-effect models. The meta-analysis included 6 635 034 SNPs after the exclusion of polymorphisms with alternate risk alleles (n=36 590). The significant P value cutoff was set to 5×10 −8 . Association tests, meta-analysis, and linkage disequilibrium calculation were performed with PLINK. 20 Regional plots were created with LocusZoom. 21 SNPs with GWAS P<1×10 −4 were mapped 1000 kb up-or downstream of genes on the hg19 assembly (UCSC genome browser, www.genome. ucsc.edu) using PLINK to generate a list of possible susceptibility genes (Table VI in the Data Supplement) for further analysis.
Biological, Functional, and Disease Analysis
We performed pathway analysis enrichment of the 6 635 034 SNPs included in the meta-analysis using the default procedure in the gene set analysis-single nucleotide polymorphisms (GSA-SNP) software. 22 Instead of relying on individual marker analysis, GSA-SNP tests predefined gene sets or pathways for association with disease and, thus, the contribution of multiple genes. GSA-SNP allowed detecting subtle effects of multiple SNPs in the same gene set that might be missed when assessed individually. The software assigned the most significant SNPs located 10 kb up-and downstream to each gene (ie, padding size of 10 000 bp and k=1) in Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes gene sets. The genes were used to calculate pathway enrichment. The expression levels of genes in significant pathways were verified using the RNA-Seq data. Ingenuity Pathway Analysis system was used to identify the connections among these genes and their associated biological functions. The effects of differentially expressed genes in pathways were predicted with the Ingenuity Pathway Analysis system Molecule Activity Predictor tool. Ingenuity Pathway Analysis system was used to integrate susceptibility genes in biological processes known to be implicated in AS development and progression. 9 A SNP was considered within a gene if it was located in the exon-intron structure or 10 kb up-or downstream of the gene. Genes previously associated with AS were extracted from Phenopedia 23 and curated manually ( Table I in 
Gene Expression Analysis in Human Aortic Valves
Aortic valves were collected from patients undergoing cardiac surgery at the IUCPQ. An informed consent was signed before surgery. Gene expression and eQTL mapping in aortic valves were approved by the institutional review board. Gene expression levels were evaluated in human aortic valve tissues (n=20; Table II in the Data Supplement). Stenotic aortic valves (n=10) were tricuspid and have degree 3 of fibro-calcific remodeling. 24 To further decrease heterogeneity of expression, only valves taken from white male nonsmoking, nondiabetic subjects and without renal insufficiency (creatinine levels >150 μmol/L) were selected. Exclusion criteria are provided in Methods in the Data Supplement. Normal noncalcified tricuspid valves (n=10) were obtained from patients undergoing heart transplantation. Control valves had no evidence of disease at postexplant examination. Stenotic and control groups were matched for age (±10 years).
RNA was extracted from valve leaflets, and gene expression evaluated by the Illumina HiSeq 2000 platform (Data Supplement). TopHat 25 was used to align reads, which were then assembled by Cufflinks. 25 Gene expression between the 2 groups of valves were compared with Cuffdiff, DESeq, 26 and edgeR. 27 Genes with Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted P<0.05 using the 3 softwares were considered as differentially expressed (Data Supplement).
Expression Quantitative Trait Loci
Genome-wide genotyping and gene expression profiling were performed on an independent set of 24 human aortic valves. Tricuspid aortic valves were explanted from 24 white male patients under 67 years of age who underwent aortic valve replacement for severe AS at the IUCPQ from February 2005 to October 2013. Only tricuspid nonrheumatic aortic valve with a Warren score of 3 24 were selected. Patients who were undergoing concomitant coronary artery bypass grafting were included. Exclusion criteria are provided in Methods in the Data Supplement. The clinical characteristics of these patients are shown in Table VII in the Data Supplement. DNA was extracted and genotyped using the Illumina Infinium HumanOmni2.5-8 BeadChip testing 2 379 855 SNPs throughout the human genome. Twenty-four patients and 1 474 616 SNPs passed all quality controls and were available for analysis (Data Supplement). Total RNA was extracted, and gene expression was measured on the Illumina HumanHT-12v4 Expression BeadChip. After quality controls, 22 samples were available for analysis (Data Supplement). mRNA expression data were log2 transformed and quantile normalized before analysis using Rv3.0.0 statistical software and the Bioconductor 28 package lumi. 29 Because of sample size and patient selection, no adjustment was applied to the mRNA expression data sets. mRNA transcripts were selected for valve eQTL analysis if they were within 1 Mb of the top GWAS metaanalysis SNPs. Valve eQTLs were also evaluated in genes differentially expressed between calcified and normal aortic valves in the RNA-Seq experiment and with SNPs with GWAS P<1×10 −4 . Association testings between genotypes and mRNA expression levels were performed in PLINKv1.07 using the -assoc command. A liberal eQTL P<0.05 was considered significant for integration with RNA-Seq and GWAS results.
Results
GWAS Results
The meta-analysis of the 2 independent GWAS is summarized in Figure 2 . No SNP reached genome-wide significance. However, 25 SNPs had P<5×10 −6 under the fixed-effects model ( Table VIII in the Data Supplement). Using a more liberal significant threshold (P<1×10 −4 ), 646 SNPs were associated with AS and mapped to or near 130 unique genes. Table IX in the Data Supplement shows the genotyping counts for cases and controls in the 2 GWAS. Among those SNPs, rs9371549 was located 3.8 kb downstream of ESR1 (estrogen receptor 1), and rs4708867 mapped 109 kb downstream of LPA ( Figure I in the Data Supplement). ESR1 and LPA were previously associated with AS 15, 30 (Table I in the Data Supplement) .
Considering the modest evidence of association from single marker analysis in the GWAS, we performed gene-set association analysis. GSA-SNP revealed 25 pathways significantly enriched (Benjamini-Hochberg corrected P<0.05) among genes mapped to SNPs with some evidence of association in the meta-analysis. Figure 3 shows the distributions of P values for these pathways. The most significant Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes gene set was the calcium signaling pathway (hsa04020, corrected P=7.27×10 −5 ). The median P for this gene set was 0.031, suggesting that GSA-SNP identified moderate but coordinated association for this group of genes. A schematic representation of the calcium signaling pathway and members of this pathway that are drug targets is illustrated in Figure II in the Data Supplement.
Integration With RNA-Seq
We then extended the functional assessment of SNPs with some evidence of association with AS in this study to gene expression in human aortic valves. Combining the results of 3 RNA-Seq analysis tools, 518 genes were found consistently differentially expressed between calcified and normal aortic valves (Figure III in the Data Supplement). A total of 332 and 186 genes were up-and downregulated in calcified valves, respectively. All genes had absolute fold changes of at least 1.52 and higher. Among the differentially expressed genes, 46 were located 1 Mb up-or downstream of SNPs with P<1×10 −4 in the GWAS meta-analysis (Table X in the Data Supplement). Twenty-six of these 46 genes (56.5%) were linked to genes in molecular pathways known to be altered in the development and progression of AS, such as inflammation, lipid deposition and oxidation, angiogenesis, calcification, and extracellular matrix remodeling 9 (Figure 4 ; Table XI in the Data Supplement). Interestingly, 11 genes in the calcium signaling pathway identified above were differentially expressed in calcified compared with noncalcified aortic valves in the RNA-Seq experiment ( Figure 5A ). 
Integration With Valve eQTL Mapping
Of the 646 SNPs with GWAS P<1×10 −4 , 363 were genotyped or imputed in the valve eQTL data set. mRNA transcripts located within 1Mb of these SNPs were selected for eQTL analysis. Association between genotypes and gene expression levels in valve tissues had P<0.05 for 2783 SNP-probe pairs, including 230 unique genes and 223 unique SNPs. These eQTL-SNPs and eQTL-regulated genes were overlaid to genes differentially expressed in the RNA-Seq experiment and SNPs showing some evidence of association with AS in the GWAS. Data integration revealed RUNX2 as a potential driver of AS development. Two SNPs located in intron 1 of this gene, rs114193529 and rs144071310 (r 2 =1), were associated with AS (GWAS P=5.33×10 − Figure 6A and 6B). All coding exons, 1000 bp of the promoter and the 3′ and 5′ UTR regions of RUNX2, were sequenced in the Quebec samples that are homozygotes (n=2) and heterozygotes (n=33) for the rs114193529 risk allele. Few SNPs were identified, and none were in linkage disequilibrium with the intronic SNPs moderately associated with AS ( Figure IV in the Data Supplement). RUNX2 was differentially expressed between calcified and normal aortic valves (fold change=2.68, P adjusted=1.47×10 -; Figure 6C ).
The 2 SNPs showing some evidence of association with AS in RUNX2 were not genotyped or imputed in the eQTL project. The genotyping information was obtained by sequencing the intronic region containing the 2 SNPs (see Data Supplement), but none of the 22 individuals were carriers of the risk variant. However, 3 other SNPs, rs1200428 (eQTL P=5.54×10 −5 , GWAS P=0.49), rs12209785 (eQTL P=4.35×10 −3 , GWAS P=0. 41) , and rs35565233 (eQTL P=8.83×10 −3 , GWAS P=0.08) were significantly associated with the mRNA expression of RUNX2 ( Figure 6D-6F) . These 3 SNPs were independent of the SNPs showing evidence of association with AS (r 2 <0.015). The minor alleles for rs1200428, rs12209785, and rs35565233 were associated with lower mRNA expression levels of RUNX2 in valve tissues. Although these eQTL-SNPs were not significantly associated with AS, rs35565233 had an OR below 1 in both GWAS and OR of 0.68 (95% confidence interval=0.44-1.05) in the meta-analysis ( Figure V Supplement), suggesting that the SNP decreases susceptibility to AS through downregulation of RUNX2 in valve tissue. Four additional eQTL-regulated genes overlap with the differentially expressed genes in the RNA-Seq analysis, namely HSD17B13 (hydroxysteroid [17-beta] dehydrogenase 13), PLAUR (plasminogen activator, urokinase receptor), SLC16A9 (solute carrier family 16, member 9), and SYT12 (synaptotagmin XII). GWAS, RNA-Seq, and eQTL results for these 4 genes are illustrated in Figure VI in the Data Supplement. The observed direction of effect for the valve eQTL-SNPs associated with HSD17B13 expression was concordant with the expected direction of effect based on GWAS and RNA-Seq results.
Valve eQTL data were further studied for genes differentially expressed in the calcium signaling pathway. A total of 460 significant eQTL-SNPs in 11 of these differentially expressed genes (ADRB1, AGTR1, BDKRB2, CACNA1C, CACNA1H, EDNRA, ERBB3, HRH1, HTR4, P2RX6, and TBXA2R) in this pathway were identified. From these eQTL-SNPs, a large majority (n=268) were associated with the expression levels of a single gene, CACNA1C. Rs2239118 located in intron 10 of CACNA1C is the eQTL-SNP with the strongest genetic association signal (GWAS P=4.09×10 −4 ) in the meta-analysis. The risk allele G of rs2239118 was associated with increased mRNA levels of CACNA1C (eQTL P=0.030), and CACNA1C is increased 1.8× in calcified compared with normal aortic valves (P=1.47×10 −3 ; Figure 7 ). The observed direction of effect of a second eQTL-SNP, rs1034936 (GWAS P=9.38×10 −4 ), was also concordant with the expected direction of effect based on GWAS and RNA-Seq results ( Figure VII in the Data Supplement). These results suggest that risk alleles for rs2239118 and rs1034936 mediate their effects by increasing the mRNA expression levels of CACNA1C in valve tissue. Sixteen additional significant eQTL-SNPs with GWAS P<0.01 were also associated with the expression levels of CACNA1C.
Discussion
We performed a meta-analysis of 2 independent GWAS in white individuals with diagnosis of AS from Quebec and France. By traditional single marker analysis, no SNP reached stringent GWAS significance; however, 25 SNPs located in or near biologically relevant genes were moderately significant (P<5×10 −6 ). Gene-set association analysis was performed to identify coordinated association patterns for genes involved in the same biological pathway. Twenty-five pathways were significantly enriched for genes mapping to moderate diseaseassociated SNPs. This is consistent with the small to moderate effect sizes observed for individual SNPs in GWAS that collectively, acting on a common pathway, may reveal the underlying biological mechanisms underpinning AS. The most significant gene set was the calcium signaling pathway. Eleven genes in this pathway were differentially expressed in calcified compared with normal aortic valves. Variants showing evidence of association in RUNX2 and CACNA1C were found to regulate mRNA expression levels of their respective gene in valve tissues. This is concordant with the overexpression of RUNX2 and CACNA1C observed in calcified valves and suggest that newly discovered AS-associated variants increase the risk of AS by increasing the mRNA expression levels of RUNX2 and CACNA1C in valve tissue.
In a typical GWAS, each SNP is tested individually for association with the disease or trait of interest. A wealth of empirical data show that this approach is successful to identify some robust genetic variants associated with complex diseases, but the effect sizes of risk variants is small to modest. Many polymorphisms are found in the grey zone of GWA studies, an area where the statistical signals are below the stringent threshold used to control for multiple SNP disease tests, but are likely to contain true positive associations 31 with RUNX2 is framed in red. SNPs are plotted based on their chromosomal position on build hg19. B, Forest plot of overall effect size for rs114193529 in the 2 independent genome-wide association studies (GWAS) and meta-analysis. The black filled squares represent the odds ratio (OR) for each cohort and are proportional to the study size. The horizontal lines represent the 95% confidence intervals of the OR. The dashed grey and the dotted red vertical lines represent an OR of 1.0 and the OR of the meta-analysis, respectively. C, Gene expression levels of RUNX2 in human aortic valves with and without AS measured by RNA-Seq and expressed as mean FPKM (fragments per kilobase of exon per million fragments mapped). Cuffdiff adjusted P value is indicated. The number of valves assessed per group is indicated in parenthesis. Error bars represent the standard error. D, E, and F, Boxplots of mRNA expression levels for RUNX2 in human aortic valves according to genotyping groups for SNPs rs1200428, rs12209785, and rs35565233, respectively. The left y axis presents the z-score of log2-tranformed mRNA expression levels. The grey bar on the right y axis presents the percent variance in expression levels explained by the genotype. The x axis represents the 3 genotyping groups for each SNP, with the number of subjects in parenthesis. TAVc indicates calcified tricuspid aortic valve; and TAVn, normal tricuspid valve.
only moderate-effect sizes. Many strategies are being pursued to alleviate the large burden of multiple testing encountered in GWA studies to find true-positive signals in the grey zone. 32 In this study, we used gene set association analysis 22 and found coordinated association patterns for genes involved in the calcium signaling pathway. Most SNPs located near B, Forest plot of overall effect size for rs2239118 in the 2 independent genome-wide association studies (GWAS) and meta-analysis. The black filled squares represent the odds ratio (OR) for each cohort and are proportional to the study size. The horizontal lines represent the 95% confidence intervals of the OR. The dashed grey and the dotted red vertical lines represent an OR of 1.0 and the OR of the metaanalysis, respectively. C, Boxplot of gene expression levels in human aortic valves for CACNA1C according to genotyping groups of rs2239118. The left y axis presents the z-score of log2-tranformed mRNA expression levels. The grey bar on the right y axis presents the percent variance in gene expression explained by the genotype. Number of patients per genotype is presented in parenthesis. D, Gene expression levels of CACNA1C in human aortic valves measured by RNA-Seq and expressed as mean FPKM (fragments per kilobase of exon per million fragments mapped). Cuffdiff adjusted P value is indicated. The number of valves assessed per group is indicated in parenthesis. Error bars represent the standard error. TAVc indicates calcified tricuspid aortic valve; and TAVn, normal tricuspid aortic valve. December 2015 or within genes in this gene set were not individually associated with AS in our meta-analysis. However, considered together, members of this gene set showed an enrichment of small P values beyond what is expected by chance (41 out of 178 SNPs with P value <0.01; Figure 3 ). The functional meaning of this discovery was extended to gene expression in aortic valve specimens. Eleven gene members of the calcium signaling pathway were differentially expressed between patients with and without AS. The differential expression of these genes could lead to AS by altering normal homeostasis of calcium and apoptosis or enhancing fibrosis ( Figure 5B ). Valve eQTL-SNPs in differentially expressed genes were also assessed, leading to the identification of CACNA1C as a new AS susceptibility gene.
CACNA1C was overexpressed in calcified valves compared with normal valve. In addition, its mRNA expression levels were modulated by 2 moderately AS-associated SNPs located in intron 10 of the gene. CACNA1C encodes the α-1C subunit of the voltage-dependent calcium channel. 33 Polymorphisms in this gene have been associated with systolic and diastolic blood pressure and hypertension. 34 Angiotensin II was shown to upregulate the expression and activity of CACNA1C in cultured arteries. 35 Further studies will be needed to elucidate the role of CACNA1C in AS, but a crosstalk with the reninangiotensin is possible. 36, 37 Several commercial calcium channel inhibitors/blockers are available for treating hypertension, arrhythmias, and chronic angina pectoris. Whether calcium channel blockers can be used to treat patients with AS is currently unknown. In short terms, functional studies in valve interstitial cells 38 and mouse models of AS 39 are needed to investigate CACNA1C as a potential target to treat AS.
Twenty-six candidate genes differentially expressed in this study, including RUNX2, were overlaid on known biological processes involved in AS (Figure 4 ). RUNX2 is an osteogenic transcription factor repressed by the action of Notch1 and the Hairy family of repressors. 40 RUNX2 regulates the expression of osteopontin and is upregulated in mouse and rabbit models of AS. 14 Circulating and valve tissue levels of RUNX2 significantly correlated with valve stenosis severity. 41 In this study, we demonstrated that 2 SNPs in perfect linkage disequilibrium, rs114193529 and rs144071310, located in intron 1 of RUNX2 were moderately associated with AS. Whether one of these variants is functional or in linkage disequilibrium with another rare variant in RUNX2 is unclear from this study. In addition, the mRNA expression of RUNX2 was upregulated in calcified valves and associated with valve eQTL-SNPs. Together, these results further support the role of RUNX2 as a potential driver of AS development.
A recent GWAS reported the association of rs10455872 with aortic valve calcification. 15 A subsequent study demonstrated that this polymorphism is associated with circulating lipoprotein(a) levels and the risk of AS. 42 This SNP, located in the LPA gene, was not present in our genotyping array and was excluded after imputation based on call rate <90%. In the current GWAS meta-analysis, the SNP rs4708867 located in exon 5 of SLC22A3 and 109 kb of the LPA gene was found modestly associated with AS ( Figure I in the Data Supplement). This modest genetic association signal is independent from the previous rs10455872 finding. A large-scale meta-analysis of the LPA locus is needed to understand its contribution in aortic valve calcification and AS.
This study has limitations. This study represents the largest collection of well-phenotyped patients for AS, but the sample size is still relatively small for a GWAS. Heterogeneity, because of differences in clinical characteristics of cases from Quebec and France, may attenuate genetic associations in the meta-analysis. Patients from Quebec were all cases with severe AS undergoing aortic valve replacement. In contrast, AS cases from France were identified by echocardiographic examination and had at least mild AS defined as an aortic jet velocity >2.0 m/s. The proportion of severe AS defined by aortic jet velocity >4.0 m/s in France samples was 54.2%. More DNA collections of case-control cohorts well-characterized for AS are needed to carry genetic analyses in more strictly defined phenotype. In addition, controls for the GWAS were from the database of genotypes and phenotypes. Accordingly, clinical data for controls were not specifically collected to study AS, and differences in clinical characteristics were observed between cases and controls. For example, controls that were compared with cases from Quebec were taken from the PCOS cohort, which is a cohort of women only. The selection of this cohort of controls implies that sex does not influence allele frequencies between cases and controls. Controls were also younger. A proportion of these controls is likely to later develop AS, causing a misclassification of a small subset of controls. However, this is not likely to be a major bias as the prevalence of all valve diseases is estimated at 2.5%. 2 It was demonstrated that if 5% of controls would meet the definition of cases, thus misclassified, the loss of power would be approximately the same as that because of a reduction of the sample size by 10%. 43 Further work is needed to determine whether the identified eQTL-SNPs moderately associated with AS are tagging nongenotyped/imputed functional variants. Although the sample size to detect valve eQTLs is small, the eQTL mapping study was conducted in the most relevant tissue to study AS. eQTLs are known to be cell type-specific and tissue-specific. 44, 45 Human aortic valve specimens are challenging to obtain, and here we reported the first valve eQTL mapping study. To alleviate the power limitation, we have restricted the eQTL analysis to SNPs showing some evidence of association with AS and genes differentially expressed in calcified compared with normal valves. However, we cannot preclude false-positive results, and a valve eQTL study of larger sample size is needed.
Several genes implicated in AS development and progression have been documented. 9 However, the key molecules that will instigate the development of drugs to treat AS are still unknown. This GWAS confirmed that AS is not because of one causal gene but the action of several genes with subtle individual risk effects that are acting in concert to modulate higher-order biological processes leading to AS. One of the most important discoveries of this study is the identification of new plausible candidate genes moderately associated with AS and differentially expressed in calcified compared with normal aortic valves. Gene-set association analysis coupled with RNA-Seq and valve eQTL data revealed CACNA1C as a new gene in the calcium signaling pathway associated with 
